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SECTION 2: PLAN APPROACH AND MANAGEMENT
When building a new premium transit project there are essentially three questions to answer. The first
question, “What is the project to be built?”, is the primary objective of the Regional Transit Feasibility Plan
(the Plan). The remaining questions, “How is the project funded?” and “Who is responsible for building and
maintaining the project?”, should be answered with the help of all stakeholders, including the public, local
leaders, and decision-makers.

Need for Transportation Improvements
The Tampa Bay region is growing, a population and employment trend that will continue in the years to come.
We have a vast interconnected roadway system with several major road projects planned and under
consideration into the future. While these projects will help our transportation system to remain effective into
the future they are only part of the solution; widening and improving our roads alone will not satisfy long-term
needs brought on by our growing region.
A 2011 American Automobile Association (AAA) study on the cost of crashes and congestion in American cities
listed the Tampa Bay region as having the fourth highest congestion costs for large metropolitan areas;
congestion costs Tampa Bay $1.2 billion, or $529 for every person living here. 1 Costs were calculated using
both direct costs to the driver, such as additional fuel and lost time spent in congestion, as well as indirect
costs related to the additional costs of goods and services due to time spent in congestion by businesses. More
recently, in 2016, Tampa drivers spent an average of 27 hours in heavy congestion. 2
Congestion can be partly attributed to a lack of
transportation choices throughout Tampa Bay,
particularly for longer-distance trips - the
average trip in our region is 7.8 miles 3. While
our local transit services connect millions of
people to their nearby destinations every year,
comprehensive regional service is not yet
modern or convenient. We need to evaluate
complementary mobility options to connect our
region and promote continued economic growth
and job opportunities. Creating a modern
transportation network that maximizes the
existing infrastructure relies on enhancing
transit and its ability to move people efficiently
while using less space compared to building
more roads.
Figure 2.1 – Population and the number of miles people
drive are forecast to increase
Figure 2.1 and Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show five
years of recent data (2013 through 2017)

1

newsroom.aaa.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/2011_AAA_CrashvCongUpd.pdf
www.bizjournals.com/tampabay/news/2017/02/23/heres-how-much-traffic-congestion-costs-tampa.html
3
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Model Version 8.0 Validation Report, FDOT, April 2015
2
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supporting our expected mobility needs 4. Trends reflected within this five-year time frame were projected to
forecast the next ten years.
Table 2.1 – Population growth trends in Tampa Bay, 2013 - 2017
Population

5yr
Average
Growth

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

1,294,828

1,319,511

1,350,904

1,381,627

1,408,566

1.9%

Pinellas County

929,214

937,933

949,321

962,106

970,637

1.0%

Pasco County

474,782

484,048

495,648

510,561

525,643

2.2%

2,698,824

2,741,492

2,795,873

2,854,294

2,904,846

Hillsborough County

Total
Source: U.S. Census

Table 2.2 – Vehicle miles traveled trends in Tampa Bay, 2013 - 2017
Vehicle Miles
Travelled

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

5yr
Average
Growth

Hillsborough County

34,614,572 35,714,118

36,696,436

38,138,321

38,717,802

2.6%

Pinellas County

21,460,593 21,904,344

22,470,796

22,987,334

23,524,374

1.9%

Pasco County

11,130,987 11,829,135

12,121,980

12,540,383

13,247,490

3.7%

Total

67,206,152 69,447,597

71,289,212

73,666,038

75,489,666

Vehicle Miles Travelled by Facility Type

2017 All Vehicle Miles Travelled

Percent on Interstates
or Turnpike

Hillsborough County
Pinellas County
Pasco County

38,717,802
23,524,374

33.8%
14.7%

13,247,490

14.8%

Total

75,489,666

24.5%

Source: FDOT Highway Mileage Reports, Public Road Mileage and Miles Traveled, 2017

4

U.S. Census (population figures) and the FDOT Highway Mileage Reports, Public Road Mileage and Miles Traveled, 2017.
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Plan Purpose
The three primary objectives for development of the Plan are to identify:
x

Projects that have the greatest potential to be funded (compete for federal and state grants)
and implemented

x

Projects that are the most forward thinking and make the best use of today’s technology

x

Projects that best serve our region today while supporting tomorrow’s growth

The Plan seeks to define a Regional Transit Vision and identify a catalyst project that has the greatest potential
to be built by competing for Federal and State grants. The catalyst project is not a replacement for future
transit projects, nor is it the only transit recommendation for Tampa Bay. This effort helped to define how to
best implement the most feasible options for transit in the Tampa Bay region. This Plan also looked at a host
of new technologies not previously available, such as autonomous transit vehicles and technologies.

Building on past efforts
This Plan was initiated by evaluating the findings of previous transit plans and studies, as well as using the
most recent adopted data available from the region’s Long Range Transportation Plans (LRTPs). The difference
between the Regional Transit Feasibility Plan and our region’s past efforts is simple: the Plan builds upon
decades of visioning and planning to develop a detailed Implementation Plan with prioritized, feasible
projects, the best performing ones going on to compete for available Federal and State grants. The major
objective of the Plan considers not only which projects have the greatest potential to be funded but also which
projects are the most forward thinking, make the best use of today’s technology, and best serve our region
today while supporting and preparing for tomorrow’s growth. Identifying a catalyst project that satisfies the
purpose of the Plan enables the region to be well positioned for implementation.

Tampa Bay travel markets
The Plan relies on understanding how people in Tampa Bay are traveling to and from our activity centers –
those places that attract the most trips - as shown in Figure 2.2. To determine how this Plan’s proposed
projects may effectively connect people to job opportunities within the region, this effort used socioeconomic
data for jobs and population estimates. This data was adopted by the area Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOs) through a publicly vetted process (LRTP). In addition, the U.S. Department of
Transportation and the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) require the use of adopted MPO data for
all federal and state grant applications.
Under the current federal transportation bill, Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) places greater emphasis on current jobs and population figures than future
projections. As a result, the Plan used the adopted MPO data grown to the year 2017 for the selection of
project concepts for inclusion in the Plan. These 2017 jobs and population numbers were compared to more
recent travel data, such as the American Community Survey 2011-2015 data and the 2016 Census Quick Facts
data. Based on this comparison, the adopted MPO data for 2017 allows for consistency throughout
development of the Plan. However, consideration is also given to recent growth trends as well as future MPO
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jobs and population forecasts to ensure the third objective of the Plan is achieved (projects that best serve our
region today while supporting tomorrow's growth).
The Plan also relies on estimates of where people travel within the three counties, such as between Downtown
Tampa and the Westshore Business District, and not just between counties.
For a complete list of Acronyms and Terms used in this Plan, please see Appendix A, and refer to Appendix B
for the complete Travel Market Memo.
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Figure 2.2 - Total Daily Trips to Regional Activity Centers, 2010
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Plan Guidance
To guarantee all funding options that are available today could be considered once a catalyst project is
identified, the federal process was adhered to throughout the Plan’s development. This also ensured
achievement of the first objective of the Plan (projects that have the greatest potential to be funded [compete
for federal and state grants] and implemented).

Federal process
When seeking federal funds for transit projects, a federal process defined by the FTA ensures the project
chosen provides the community the greatest benefits with the least impacts. The federal process includes the
FTA Capital Investment Grant (CIG) program 5, a highly competitive program that follows a prescriptive process.
Projects must have a rating of Medium or higher to be considered for funding. Figure 2.3 shows the categories
that make up the FTA’s project rating.
Mobility, 8.3%
Reasonableness of
Assumptions &
Financial Capacity,
25.0%

Cost-Effectiveness,
8.3%

Congestion Relief,
8.3%

Environmental, 8.3%

Commitment of Funds
12.5%

Economic
Development, 8.3%
Land Use, 8.3%

Current Condition of
Existing Service,
12.5%

Figure 2.3 – FTA Capital Investment Grant Project Rating Components
Although it can take five years or more to advance a project from planning to construction and operation,
ensuring the project could be funded by the FTA CIG program was paramount to the way the Plan was
conducted. Not only does this keep all potential funding options available, the federal process represents
decades of transit planning experience and best practices in the United States and demonstrates that the
project chosen to be the catalyst is the best project to move forward, positioning the Tampa Bay region to
compete for those highly sought after federal funds.
It is anticipated that the project resulting from this effort will be submitted into the FTA CIG program. When
requesting entrance into the program, FTA requests a detailed description of the corridor, the transportation
problem, and the purpose and need. FTA also requires cost and reliable sources of sustained funding, a draft

5

Source: www.transit.dot.gov/CIG
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timeline for completing the project, and a project sponsor (the lead agency or entity) identified. In addition,
FTA requires the project sponsor to identify any partners, a project manager, and other key staff, as well as
committed funds to complete the FTA Project Development requirements. It is also important to communicate
that the project is supported by regional agencies and the public.

State process
Both the federal and state grant processes rely on similar steps. FTA is a primary audience when pursuing
capital investment funding for transit projects, and the State of Florida’s grant program for capital investment
transit projects defers to FTA requirements, thereby ensuring if the project is competitive for federal funds, it
is competitive for state funds as well. Both FTA and FDOT highly encourage those seeking funding to build on
previous visioning and planning; develop an implementation plan that includes a package of prioritized,
feasible, and competitive projects; and coordinate closely with local and regional stakeholders and agencies.
The Plan also followed the FDOT Transit Concept and Alternatives Review (TCAR) procedures to smoothly lead
to funding and successful project delivery. The TCAR procedure is planning and environmental project
screening process and allows the best projects to efficiently move into FTA’s Project Development phase, as
seen in Figure 2.4.

LPA =
Locally Preferred Alternative

FTA
We are
here

Program

Figure 2.4 – The Federal Process that Supports Building Premium Transit (TCAR Process)
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Plan Leadership and Direction
Several agencies and entities have realized the need for regional transit. The Tampa Bay Transportation
Management Area (TMA) Leadership Group has identified and discussed the need for regional transit for many
years, listing it as one of their top priorities. In addition, a consortium of regional business leaders and
members of the Tampa Bay Partnership have recognized the importance of regional transit and transportation,
also listing it as their top priority. The Plan’s development was completed under the direction and guidance of
the following agencies and stakeholders.

HART
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority (HART) was created in October 1979 to plan, finance, acquire,
construct, operate, and maintain mass transit facilities and supply transportation assistance in Hillsborough
County. HART was the contract administrator of the Plan.

FDOT
FDOT District Seven encompasses Citrus, Hernando, Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas Counties in West Central
Florida and provides capital and operating assistance to the region’s transit authorities in the district. FDOT
District Seven was the funding partner and provided technical support, as needed, to complete the Plan.

TBARTA
Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority (TBARTA) is responsible for developing and implementing a
Regional Transit Development Plan for the West Central Florida region consisting of Hernando, Hillsborough,
Manatee, Pasco, and Pinellas Counties. TBARTA is the primary recipient of the Regional Transit Feasibility Plan
and is responsible for implementation the catalyst project. After the Plan was endorsed by TBARTA’s
Governing Board in November 2018, TBARTA became the primary implementing agency.

MPOs
The MPOs involved in the Plan include Forward Pinellas, the Hillsborough MPO, and the Pasco County MPO.
MPOs are transportation policy-making boards mandated by federal and state law to establish priorities to
meet short-term (next five years) and long-term (20+ years) multimodal transportation needs. Along those
lines, the three MPOs are responsible for determining whether to include the Plan and any resulting projects
in their respective Cost Feasible LRTPs. Projects must be included in a local LRTP to be eligible for federal and
state funding. The MPOs also have the responsibility to ensure the development of a coordinated and
complementary multimodal transportation network to support the Plan.

TMA Leadership Group
The Tampa Bay TMA Leadership Group played an advisory role during the Plan’s development. The TMA
provides the Tampa Bay metropolitan area with a unified voice in discussions of regional transportation
prioritization issues and financial resources. The TMA’s leadership is comprised of three members of each
MPO Board as voting members and includes non-voting advisors from FDOT, TBARTA, the Tampa Bay Regional
Planning Council (TBRPC), and the region’s three transit agencies.
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Transit Agencies
In addition to representation on the TMA Leadership Group and on the TBARTA Board, the three transit
agencies – HAR, PSTA, and PCPT – were involved with the Plan. They offered guidance during its development,
assistance in broadcasting public engagement notices and dissemination of updates and materials, and worked
side-by-side with the Project Team.

Leadership Structure
The Plan relied on leadership from a variety of stakeholders: transit operators, government agencies, business
coalitions, members of the public, and transportation experts. The leadership structure, as well as review and
decision-making process, is illustrated in Figure 2.5. This structure ensured consensus and transparency
throughout the Plan.

Figure 2.5 – Plan Leadership Structure, Guidance, and Communication
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Memorandum of Understanding
As mentioned above, the Tampa Bay TMA Leadership Group provided key guidance in the Plan’s development
during the technical effort. After the technical effort was presented to the TMA as well as TBARTA in January
2018, TBARTA participated in the Plan’s public engagement and community vetting process during Year Two.
To more clearly define the responsibilities of each Party as it relates to the Plan development and approval
process, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was fully executed on May 4, 2018, between TBARTA, FDOT,
the region’s three transit agencies, and the region’s three MPOs. In accordance with the MOU, TBARTA is the
primary recipient of the Plan and its recommendation.
From there, projects, such as the catalyst project, may be recommended for next steps, which includes
entrance into FTA Project Development to be considered for CIG funding. Project Development includes
preliminary engineering and ensures environmental compliance by examining the impacts, benefits, design
options, and costs. This will be completed through a Project Development and Environment (PD&E) study and
will help define the runningway for the premium transit project (space needed to operate transit), refine the
preliminary station locations, and determine service characteristics (speed, frequency, and costs).
Refer to Appendix C: Memorandum of Understanding for the fully executed MOU.

Public Involvement Process
A publicly funded regional transit system will ultimately belong to the residents of the Tampa Bay region.
Because of this, an open public process that allows for and actively encourages participation at every step is
paramount to achieving a successful and publicly-supported system. While developing the Plan, a variety of
activities were scheduled to engage all aspects of Tampa Bay’s community. The activities for the first year are
highlighted in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 – Public Involvement Schedule, Year One (2017)

The second year of the Plan, shown in Figure 2.7, was dedicated to publicly and intensively vetting and refining
the draft plan to ensure the first project – the catalyst – is supported by the community, represents their
needs, and is the best project for the region.

Figure 2.7 – Public Involvement Schedule, Year Two (2018)
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The involvement process relied on creating and presenting information in simple, engaging ways to ensure the
information was easily understood by individuals without any prior background in planning or engineering.
Public comments, suggestions, and project refinements were incorporated into the decision-making process
throughout each step of the Plan.
More details about the public involvement process, activities, and events, including what was heard and how
comments were incorporated into the Plan, are included in Section 5: Public Engagement.
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